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associated with the use of subsequent therapy after disease progression. (…) The committee considered 
exploratory analyses conducted by CADTH, which considered the cost-effectiveness of SVd relative to Vd 
based on data from the BOSTON trial and determined that the ICER could be as high as $10,884,623 per 
QALY. As such, a price reduction would be required for SVd to achieve an ICER of $50,000 per QALY 
compared to Vd. There is not sufficient evidence to suggest that SVd provides additional clinical benefit 
when compared to funded treatments used to treat multiple myeloma. Therefore, SVd should not be 
priced more than currently funded alternatives. 
 
We are accepting that a direct comparison between therapies cannot be clearly made, but from a patient 
perspective, we would assume the QALYs to be closer to the pCODR recommendations of past myeloma 
drug being at $100K per QALY. Can CADTH provide insights on why that is? 
 
P. 5 This analysis indicated that a 93% reduction in the price of selinexor may achieve an ICER of 
$50,000 per QALY compared to Vd. If SVd led to a sustained and durable OS benefit, then a price 
reduction of 81% may be sufficient to achieve cost-effectiveness relative to Vd. There is insufficient 
evidence to suggest that SVd provides additional benefit above other funded treatments used to treat 
multiple myeloma. Therefore, SVd should not be priced more than currently funded alternatives. 
 
In a patient perspective, living is an additional benefit that cannot be reduced to cost.  
 

P. 21 CADTH identified the following key limitations with the sponsor’s analysis: The number of patients 
eligible for SVd is uncertain and may be underestimated; all relevant comparators were not considered. 
Relevant comparators may depend on the line of therapy and prior treatments received; the uptake of SVd 
is uncertain and may be underestimated. Uptake may differ among patients with and without prior 
lenalidomide exposure; the duration of SVd treatment is underestimated; costs associated with 
subsequent treatment were not considered. Such costs are relevant to the drug plan budget; costs related 
to selinexor treatment are underestimated, which may increase the cost to the drug plans of reimbursing 
Selinexor. 
 
The fact that the pool of eligible patients is uncertain should not justify a delay in the accessibility of the 
treatment. The nature of the disease means uncertainty for all affected patients. The most important thing 
for them will be to have access to the right treatment at the right time. 

 

a CADTH may contact this person if comments require clarification. 
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FORUS agrees that the submitted NMA, like all NMAs, was not intended to replace head-to-head 
trials. It was a valid approach to comprehensively present the relative efficacy of the treatments 
following industry standard guidelines. While not free from limitations, it presents a best estimate of 
relative OS and PFS of the treatments. Therefore, while there could be uncertainty around the 
absolute values presented in the NMA, the directionality presented by the NMA should not be 
discounted for decision-making purposes. Clinical experts consulted by CADTH agreed that while the 
overall magnitude of the treatment effects was uncertain, the general direction of effects could be 
reliable. The presence of Vd in the BOSTON trial also enabled us to indirectly compare a large 
number of comparators for SVd. Nevertheless, the data were still a limiting factor to carry out the ITC 
for all relevant outcomes (i.e., OS, PFS, ORR) for each of the eight comparators presented in the 
analysis. Assumptions were unavoidable for missing data. This was the best available course of 
action given the lack of available data. CADTH used an identical assumption in its own reanalysis of 
IsaKd cost-effectiveness2 (p 117, Reanalysis 2). 

CADTH limitation: “Whether SVd is associated with improved OS, relative to Vd alone is 
highly uncertain. While the sponsor’s model predicts an incremental gain of 0.86 life years 
with SVd compared to Vd, this is not supported by the results of the BOSTON trial. …” (pg 20, 
2nd bullet 2) 
FORUS wishes to provide additional context with respect to CADTH’s characterization of OS data 
from the BOSTON trial. First, although median OS was not reached, this does not have practical 
importance as to whether there will be more individuals surviving on SVd versus the comparator(s). 
While median OS is a common indicator used by clinicians, the fact that median OS was not reached 
does not prohibit inferences regarding additional survival effects. Second, the assumption in 
CADTH’s reanalysis of the cost-utility analysis that OS is equal between SVd and Vd (i.e., HR 1.0) is 
not supported by data as it does not accurately reflect the OS evidence from the BOSTON trial and 
the clinical efficacy of SVd. Due to crossover in the BOSTON trial, CADTH’s interpretation of the 
survival curves is misleading. As per the BOSTON clinical study report, of the 207 Vd-treated patients 
in the ITT population, 111 (53.6%) patients had progressive disease (PD).3 Of those patients who had 
PD, 74 (66.7%) patients crossed over to SVd or Sd. A switch-adjusted HR based on the two-stage 
estimation method4, 5 comparing overall survival on SVd versus Vd at any point in the study was 
0.77.3 This means that, on average, treatment with SVd over the trial was associated with a reduction 
in the rate of death, indicating an OS improvement among SVd-treated patients versus Vd. The 27-
month survival rate based on Kaplan-Meier estimates was 45% and 63% for the Vd arm and SVd 
arm, respectively, leading to an NNT of 5.56 to save a life. The weighted average (2L and 3L+) base 
case HR for OS SVd vs. Vd used in the submitted model was 0.86. This estimate is less favorable to 
SVd compared to 0.77 and therefore resulted in a conservative OS benefit for SVd compared to Vd. 
Setting the SVd HR to 1 does not accurately reflect the results of the BOSTON trial, nor does it 
consider that crossover was a feature of the BOSTON trial design.  
 
CADTH limitation: “Relative dose intensity (RDI) was used to reduce drug costs...” (pg 21, 2nd 
bullet)  
FORUS wishes to provide our perspective that the methods applied to generate RDI did not ignore 
patients who received a higher dose. Of the SVd patients who underwent dose escalation, only a few 
had their selinexor dose escalated above a weekly dose of 100 mg. The remaining patients in the 
SVd arm had dose increases that were readjustments after a preceding dose reduction in selinexor. 
Dose delays and reductions were permitted in the protocol and assuming 100% dose intensity would 
be inconsistent with clinical trial and overestimate cost. The efficacy inputs included in the model are 
inherently associated with the actual doses received by patients in the BOSTON trial. For SVd and 
Vd, the median dosing from the BOSTON trial were used to inform RDI. For selinexor, median dose 
(80mg/kg) and mean dose were almost identical. RDI was applied to all comparator therapies in the 
economic model where data were available, and as reported in their respective pivotal trial 
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